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  19 November 2021 
 

This is the collation of reports from several organisations doing social listening to Covid-19 
and vaccine concerns, questions and misinformation in South Africa, as part of the RCCE 
Social Listening team. Thanks to all who submitted.  
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https://cabc.org.za/2021 

 

1. Centre for Analytics and Behavioural Change (Siwe, Jesse) 
 

 

 
18 November Summary: 

● COVID-19 in the workplace 

● COVID-19 vaccine detoxing 

● Restrictions for unvaccinated people 

● Questioning the vaccine’s validity and reliability 

● Ivermectin  

 

Part 1 

The general Twitter conversation surrounding the COVID-19 vaccine has seen a relative decline 
over recent weeks. See the graph below: 

 

 
 
The decrease in volume has not necessarily meant that important and meaningful conversations 
have not happened. Rather, they have decreased in number, but have still been significant. See the 
graph below: 

 

https://cabc.org.za/2021
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It is worthwhile to take note of the overall net sentiment for public mentions over the last month. This 
information is reliable and accurate because it is crowd verified (see graph below). The blue indicates 
positive sentiments and the red indicates negative sentiments. While the early part of November saw 
a bump in positive sentiments, the last week has shown a dip into the negative area: 
 

 
 
Part 2 
 

Recent online conversations around the vaccine have demonstrated a range of attitudes towards 
the vaccine. See the word cloud below: 

 
This section will unpack some of the top trending issues that were picked up by our analysts. These 
topics will also be accompanied by dialogue facilitation suggestions: 

 

COVID-19 vaccine in the workplace 
Several companies in South Africa have begun 
mandating compulsory vaccines for their employees. 
Old Mutual is one such example as seen in the 
tweet below: 
 

Citing liberty and the right to body autonomy, many 
have expressed grievances against these COVID-
19 workplace mandates. The post below shares an 
article about people turning to the CCMA following 
dismissal on account of being unvaccinated: 

 
 
 

https://twitter.com/pierredevos/status/1459401881160192001
https://twitter.com/boyzozo81/status/1460224291639803912
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Dialogue Facilitation Suggested 
Responses:  
● Not to undermine the rights of individuals, 

but I think companies have to decide to 

make a process mandatory if they deem it to 

be necessary for the safety and well-being of 

the company and its employees.  We can 

see the case in some countries that make 

the yellow card fever a must to enter their 

countries. Nevertheless there is a judiciary 

way I suppose to deal with the matter and 

individuals in a true democracy state should 

defend their rights.  

● Employers can mandate vaccination as a 

condition of employment. I think it is once 

again important to stress that they seek what 

is best for their employees’ and their own 

safety. And the COVID-19 vaccine is a safe 

and effective way of preventing transmission 

at work and even if breakthrough transmis-

sion occurs, prevents severe illness. 

● It is important to understand that although getting vaccinated is entirely your choice, companies 

have the right to mandate vaccination especially if it is for the overall safety of the employees. It 

is everyone’s responsibility to not only protect themselves from the virus but also to protect the 

public as well. 

 
Fringe conspiracy theories also dominated the conversation against vaccine mandates. Well-known 
for their firm stance against the vaccine, the Party of Action shared a tweet claiming that COVID-19 
vaccinations are part of a satanic plot: 

Dialogue Facilitation Suggested 
Responses:  
● Do you really think that people who are 

choosing to get the vaccine are satanists?  

● What “evil plot” are you referring to?  

● What can you lose by getting the jab?  

● I think there are times when we need to 

separate religion and science. The vaccine 

is here to help, not harm. 

● To which “satanists” are you referring? 

Your life and the vaccine are not mutually 

exclusive, if anything getting vaccinated is 

your best chance against fighting the 

COVID-19 virus. 

COVID-19 vaccine detoxing 
Conversations around ways to remove or 
flush out the vaccine out of one's body have 
sparked some murmurs amongst social 
media conversations. The tweet below 
speaks on this issue: 

 

https://twitter.com/PartyOfAction/status/1460224103781126152
https://twitter.com/SizweLo/status/1459519857402257416
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Dialogue Facilitation Suggested Responses:  
● There is no need to detox as the body will get rid of the 

protein by itself within a few weeks and only a few days for 

the mRNA used by Pfizer.  

● This is not necessary after taking the vaccine. 

● What do you mean it is a hi-tech bioweapon? In what 

sense or in what way is the vaccine a bioweapon? What 

does it do? Has this happened to anyone you know that 

took the vaccine?  

● Using the word detox can create confusion in the pur-

pose of the vaccine itself, the vaccine is not harmful and I 

will be curious to know why do you call it a bioweapon? 

● There is no need to “detox”. The body will get rid of the 

protein naturally. Allso, I am interested in finding out why 

you say the vaccine is a “bioweapon” and also where you 

got your facts from? 

Restrictions for unvaccinated people 

Frustration around the “freedom of movement” due to vaccine mandates continues to cause a stir 
amongst online conversations. For instance the tweet below expresses disapproval of a Cape Town 
nightclub refusing to allow unvaccinated patreons to enter without a negative COVID-19 test result: 
 
Dialogue Facilitation Suggested Responses:  

● The vaccines have been shown to be highly effec-

tive against lowering the risk of infection and hos-

pitalisation because viral clearance is much more 

rapid in the vaxxed.  

● Well, that’s not entirely true. For the jabbed to 

spread the virus, there must first be a breakthrough 

infection. The jabbed are far less likely to contract 

the virus in the first instance. However, if a vac-

cinated person is in a room full of 100 unvaxxed, 

he is far more likely to get a breakthrough infection 

than if in a room with 90 vaxxed and 10 unvaxxed. 

And that is why vaccination is important. 

● I don’t think that preventing severe cases of the dis-

ease by getting vaccinated is useless  

● I think if you are going to a club during the COVID019 pandemic, it is only fair to let the estab-

lishment take the necessary precautions to keep everyone safe. The rate of transmission from 

a vaccinated person is lower than that of an unvaccinated person, since it is less likely that a 

vaccinated person will contract the virus. Not everyone has natural immunity and it is only right 

to keep as many people as healthy as possible.  

● The vaccine is a safe and effective way to prevent disease and save lives. When we get vac-

cinated, we are not only protecting ourselves, but also those around us. 

Questioning the vaccine’s validity and reliability 
Despite extensive efforts to educate and inform the public about the safety of vaccines, many 
continue to remain resistant. This has been augmented by the recommendation of booster shot as 
seen in the tweet below: 
 

https://twitter.com/MissK30161327/status/1459054008866422791
https://twitter.com/KaConfessor/status/1459087905083826189
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Dialogue Facilitation Suggested Responses:  

● Those who are vaccinated are a lot less likely to 

even get COVID-19 in the first place and are then 

even less likely to pass it on.  

● What are your concerns around the booster 

shots?  

● You cannot really believe that people who are try-

ing to protect themselves by getting vaccinated 

are a part of a problem that you are trying to 

make us believe. 

● If you are referring to the Covid problem, I don’t 

know how vaccinated people can be a part of it. If people continue not to get vaccinated and 

the virus mutates (which is very possible) the current vaccines will not be as effective with 

whatever new variant comes up, don’t you think a booster shot would be one of the best ways 

to counter this? 

● The science around COVID-19 a new virus, is still evolving. If I may ask, do you object to 

vaccination as a science or just the COVID-19 vaccine?  

● If you think this is a problem to you, don't try to make us believe it's a problem. To us, it helps 

us and prevents us from dying of Covid-19. 

Causing even further confusion and mistrust, some 
influential figures continue to inject dangerous 
rhetorics that undermine the vaccine’s safety. For 
instance, Justice Mogoeng Mogoeng has 
suggested that the COVID-19 vaccine is both 
marked by Satan, and unfit for use because it is too 
“experimental”. See the tweet below containing an 
article with the full details: 
 
 
 

 
IVERMECTIN  
Ivermectin, the medication used to treat parasite 
infections, continues to make the rounds as a 
treatment for COVID-19. It has begun to be seen as 
a miracle drug for other diseases such as Malaria. 
While this has been disproved by experts, many 
continue to believe in it. This rhetoric has also 
fuelled fringe conspiracy theories as seen in the 
post  
 
Dialogue Facilitation Suggested Responses:  
● It seems like you feel there is a hidden agenda 

here… What is your reasoning behind this?  

● Ahh yes Ivermectin, the miracle cure that can 

solve all diseases! Now it can cure malaria too. May 

I ask why you trust Ivermectin over standard vac-

cines that have been proven to be safe and effec-

tive? 

● What are you trying to say exactly? 

 

https://twitter.com/News24/status/1459083796461113345
https://twitter.com/billynyaku/status/1459565214991630346
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2. Health Systems Trust (Antoinette) 
 

  
 

 

 

 

https://www.hst.org.za/ 
 

The contributions below are taken from our weekly trawl 

for HST’s two external-facing public health newsletters, 

the 60 percent and HST Bulletin  

https://www.hst.org.za/Pages/Subscription.aspx 

 COVID-19 infections and vaccinations in KwaZulu-Natal  

 Vaccine hesitancy/anti-vaxxing incl. misinformation 

 Updates: progress on vaccines, etc. 

 Pandemic and healthcare workers 

 Pandemic and women 

 Pandemic and children 
 

COVID-19 infections and vaccinations in KwaZulu-Natal 15 000 KZN children have been vaccinated 

for Covid-19, says KZN Health MEC, IOLNews, 9 November 2021. “Schools are currently going 
through exams and parents are still working. We anticipate that after the exam season and 
during the festive season we will have more parents bringing their children forward.” 
https://www.iol.co.za/mercury/news/15-000-kzn-children-have-been-vaccinated-for-covid-19-says-
kzn-health-mec-c4d55c4f-3bdc-42d7-bfec-6726b6af8401 
 

Vaccine hesitancy/anti-vaxxing incl. misinformation 
Beware of fake content that exploits emotions and 
clouds rational thought, Daily Maverick, 14 November 
2021 
Daily Maverick article says that content that shocks or 
horrifies or makes us feel anxious or fearful is often used 
by disinformers:  
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-14-be-
ware-of-fake-content-that-exploits-emotions-and-
clouds-rational-thought/  
 
 
Vax Champs fight hesitancy, Health-E News, 15 
November 2021 
The vax champs campaign will counter false information 
about COVID-19 spread on social media 
The health department said that widespread 
misinformation discourages South Africans from 
vaccinating. Campaign coordinator Pauline Maketa 
believes that speaking to ‘vax champs’ would encourage 
those who are hesitant. Here 
In one TikTok video that has received hundreds of 
thousands of views, Carrie Madej, an osteopath based in 
Georgia, falsely claims a bath containing baking soda, 
epsom salts and the cleaning agent borax will “detox the 
vaxx” from anyone who has received a jab. 
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/nov/14/covid-vaccine-mandate-detox-borax-bath  

https://www.hst.org.za/
https://www.hst.org.za/Pages/Subscription.aspx
https://www.iol.co.za/mercury/news/15-000-kzn-children-have-been-vaccinated-for-covid-19-says-kzn-health-mec-c4d55c4f-3bdc-42d7-bfec-6726b6af8401
https://www.iol.co.za/mercury/news/15-000-kzn-children-have-been-vaccinated-for-covid-19-says-kzn-health-mec-c4d55c4f-3bdc-42d7-bfec-6726b6af8401
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-14-beware-of-fake-content-that-exploits-emotions-and-clouds-rational-thought/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-14-beware-of-fake-content-that-exploits-emotions-and-clouds-rational-thought/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-14-beware-of-fake-content-that-exploits-emotions-and-clouds-rational-thought/
https://health-e.org.za/2021/11/15/vax-champs-fight-hesitancy/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/nov/14/covid-vaccine-mandate-detox-borax-bath
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Vaccine acceptance has seen a slight increase – 14 November 2021 
 

As the second anniversary of Covid-19’s inception draws 
near, experts are grappling with an uneven vaccine 
rollout, not just globally but among SA’s own provinces. 
According to a health briefing on Friday, it appears that 
four of our provinces are faring better than the others. 
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/national/health/2021-11-14-
sas-uneven-vaccine-rollout-lack-of-access-or-hesitancy/  

 
 
Government pins hopes on Vooma campaign to boost vaccination drive before the festive 
season 

 
Phase two of the Vooma vaccination drive was rolled out 
this weekend. The Department of Health was on a mission 
to administer 500,000 jabs by Sunday, before the festive 
season and in preparation for the fourth wave of infec-
tions. 

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-14-
government-pins-hopes-on-vooma-campaign-to-boost-

vaccination-drive-before-the-festive-season/  
 
 

 
Updates: progress on vaccines, etc. 
Some positive news #VoomaVaccinationWeekend2 

 
South Africa has administered 37 267 vaccines on the last 
day of the government’s second Vooma Vaccination 
weekend. 
https://www.jacarandafm.com/news/news/just-over-37-000-

vaccines-administered-vooma-vaccination-sunday/  
 
 
 

 
Government is preparing for the fourth wave, which is 
possibly weeks away – 14 November 2021 
 
National government is working closely with the provinces 
to ensure the country is prepared for the expected fourth 
wave of COVID-19. Briefing media on Friday, Health Min-
ister Joe Phaahla said priority is being given to ensuring 
there is adequate oxygen supply, ventilators, beds and 
PPE available. When the third wave hit South Africa in 
June hospitals ran out of beds and oxygen. 

 
https://health-e.org.za/2021/11/12/government-preparing-for-4th-wave/ 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/national/health/2021-11-14-sas-uneven-vaccine-rollout-lack-of-access-or-hesitancy/
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/national/health/2021-11-14-sas-uneven-vaccine-rollout-lack-of-access-or-hesitancy/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-14-government-pins-hopes-on-vooma-campaign-to-boost-vaccination-drive-before-the-festive-season/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-14-government-pins-hopes-on-vooma-campaign-to-boost-vaccination-drive-before-the-festive-season/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-14-government-pins-hopes-on-vooma-campaign-to-boost-vaccination-drive-before-the-festive-season/
https://www.jacarandafm.com/news/news/just-over-37-000-vaccines-administered-vooma-vaccination-sunday/
https://www.jacarandafm.com/news/news/just-over-37-000-vaccines-administered-vooma-vaccination-sunday/
https://health-e.org.za/2021/11/12/government-preparing-for-4th-wave/
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Pandemic and healthcare workers 

School nurses, who were already stretched thin before the pandemic, say that they are 
overworked and overwhelmed – 13 November 2021 
 
When a junior high school student in western Oregon tested positive for the coronavirus last month, 
Sherry McIntyre, a school nurse, quarantined two dozen of the student’s football teammates. The 
players had spent time together in the locker room unmasked, and, according to local guidelines, 
they could not return to school for at least 10 days. Some parents took the news poorly. They told 
Ms. McIntyre that she should lose her nursing license or accused her of violating their children’s 
educational rights. Another nurse in the district faced similar ire when she quarantined the volleyball 
team. This fall, after facing repeated hostility from parents, they started locking their office doors. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/13/health/coronavirus-school-nurses.html  
 
Pandemic and women 

COVID-19 pandemic: Single mothers bear the biggest 
brunt – 16 November 
 
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a crippling effect on all 
women globally across every sphere; from health to the 
economy, security to social protection, and escalated 
poverty levels. However, few will argue that if it’s been 
tough for anybody, single mothers take first place. Mrs 
Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka, the former Executive Director 
of United Nations Women, summed it up well. 
 
“The COVID-19 pandemic is not just a health issue but a 
profound shock to the societies exposing the deficiencies 
of public and private arrangements that currently function 
only if women play multiple and underpaid roles.” 

https://health-e.org.za/2021/11/16/covid-19-pandemic-single-mothers-bear-the-biggest-brunt/ 
 
Pandemic and children 

You might have heard about a rare heart condition linked to the vaccine, and now you're 
wondering whether the single jab is worth it – 14 November 2021 

 

 Viruses like SARS-CoV-2, which causes COVID-
19, can cause heart inflammation. This condition is also 
an extremely rare side effect of Pfizer’s COVID vaccine. 

 The chances of developing the heart condition 
after being vaccinated with Pfizer’s COVID jab are higher 
in teen boys who have received two shots, but most 
cases are mild and nearly all people make a full recovery 
in a few days. 

 Common symptoms to look out for post-vaccina-
tion are chest pain, trouble breathing or an irregular 
heartbeat. If you’re concerned, seek medical care. 

 The possible organ damage that can be caused 
by COVID-19 as a result of heart inflammation is far 
more severe than the small risk associated with the vac-
cine. https://mailchi.mp/bhekisisa.org/8480782-
8481114?e=b76723b5c2  

 
 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/13/health/coronavirus-school-nurses.html
https://health-e.org.za/2021/11/16/covid-19-pandemic-single-mothers-bear-the-biggest-brunt/
https://mailchi.mp/bhekisisa.org/8480782-8481114?e=b76723b5c2
https://mailchi.mp/bhekisisa.org/8480782-8481114?e=b76723b5c2
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COVID-19 Public Hotline 

0800 029 999 
Official WhatsApp Help Service 

Send HI to 0600 123 456 on WhatsApp. 
or share this link: https://wa.me/27600123456?text=Hi 

info@vaccinesupport.org.za 

 

3. Covid Hotline Call centre (Carmen) 
 
 
 

 
Focus for queries 
 
With the J&J booster shot becoming available there has been an incline in queries from 
Sisonke Trial participants requesting vaccination codes. Many of the participants were 
registered in bulk registration (against a single mobile number). This has resulted in citizens 
not receiving the SMS for consent to opt-in. 
 
Many more health workers from Sisonke Trial have discovered that their vaccination from 
phase 1 was not captured at the vaccination sites which has required back capturing of 
information 
The availability of the R100 Shoprite Vooma Vouchers has sparked queries around multiple 
individuals who registered on EVDS using the same mobile number. 
Some citizens have experienced a bit of waiting time before Vooma vouchers are received 
by them which has made them quite impatient . Some are also struggling with the step to 
sign up for the Money Market account in order to receive the voucher. 
 
General sentiments for the week remain pretty much the same and include: 
 

 Appointment rescheduling – people are still concerned about being scheduled far 
away or at a site they can’t find 

 Changes to rectify personal information 
 Requests for vaccination codes to be resent due to change of numbers/ misplaced 

cards/ lost phones etc. 
 Certificate queries – system not working/ incorrect mobile number/ information errors 

– no records found 
 Questions and concerns about adverse events 

 
 

https://wa.me/27600123456?text=Hi
mailto:info@vaccinesupport.org.za
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https://communityconstituency.org.za/ 

 

4. Combined Constituency Front (Nnete) 
 
 

 

• Letter Of Approval: Most of our neighbourhood agents are requested a letter of approval 

from the department whenever they mobilize as Vax-Champs at nearest vaccination sites. 

Therefore it is recommended that there must be communication between DATT, NDOH and 

CCF in terms of letter of approval request. 

• Chabane Local Municipality: There was a pop-up vaccination site and Vooma Vaccination 

took place at  Malamulele taxi rank . 

• Ga-Rabophelo Community Hall:  Vaccinations were successful 

• Vaccination Sites: Some of the vaccination sites that were listed to participate in the Vooma 

Vaccination weekend campaign were not operational and sites were closed. 

• Challenges Recorded: It seems like there was no coordination between Demand Acceleration 

Task Team and what is expected from the vaccinators, because most vaccination sites were 

not open and at Vhembe district people were denied vaccination, as local health workers were 

not willing to work overtime. 

• CCMA: CCMA received complaints of people being fired for not taking the Covid-19 vaccine. 

• 4th Wave: Some people believe that despite all the evidence to show how Covid-19 vaccines 

protect the nation, South Africa isn’t making fast enough progress as we are inch towards a 

4th wave. This is due to lot of people refusing to take vaccines (Hesitancy) 

• KZN Health: While health districts in KZN is doing comparatively well, the public 

healthcare system in that province is plagued by staff shortages, long waiting times, poor 

infection control, and some cases, dysfunctional filing system. 

• Airing its dirty laundry: Some staff members at Livingstone Hospital in the Eastern Cape 

say old laundry machines and staff shortages are creating backlogs in getting clean linen, 

towels and hospital gowns to patients. Admitted patients are worried about their health being 

at risk as dirty laundry can carry Covid-19 virus (Transmission chain) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://communityconstituency.org.za/
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http://redcross.org.za/ 

 
 

 
5. Red Cross (Ireen) 

 
Community Feedback key issues 01-13 November 2021 

 
The following have been some of the key points for recent community feedback engagement. 

 Concerns about undocumented people not able to vaccinate. 

 Vaccination safety concerns 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Undocumented people??? Vaccine safety
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https://www.real411.org/ 

 

6. Top three Real411 week ending 19/11/2021 
 

1. ID:966  More patients in ICU in Belgium who have been vaccinated: This news report says the 
majority of patients in hospitals in Belgium now are vaccinated - since most people there ARE 
vaccinated, so they form by far the biggest group. Here 

 
 

2. And this report says: "The majority of the people being hospitalised are people who are not 
vaccinated or (only) partially vaccinated,"  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.real411.org/
https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/en/2021/10/30/70-of-hospitalised-covid-patients-are-vaccinated-but-the-vacci/
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3. ID:  1965 Pick n pay advert warning of a lockdown s means of advertising. No evidence it is true, 
appeared on Opera news.  Issue to watch warning of lockdown – like we saw with Unity move-
ment last week.  Fear 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. ID: 1963 The Sluier is back…  sand he helps Dr Tros Bekker…Dis/Misinformation. Concerns 
about this Facebook user who is accused of disseminating misinformation by posing as a 
COVID-19 and vaccine expert and even teaching lessons on the issue constantly spreading 
content that may contribute to vaccine hesitancy or worst. Dis/misinformation on this was 
checked and debunked and content marked as FAKE. https://real411.org.za/complaints-
view/l7uccqel 

                                       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://real411.org.za/complaints-view/l7uccqel
https://real411.org.za/complaints-view/l7uccqel
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7.  Social listening, NDOH 12-19/11/2021 

 
 

 

 
7.1 During the social listening period, the NewsWhip monitored 318 South African new 
articles on Covid-19 vaccines and of these, 10.9k interactions were recorded.  One of the 
articles with most comments an few concerns was “CCMA received 10 complaints of 
people being fired for not taking the Covid-19 vaccine” We focused on the comments, 
which we must debunk. 
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7.2 Vooma vouchers trending on social media 
conversations with fewer negative  comments: 
The Ama50+ it’s your turn R100 Vooma Voucher 
campaign is receiving great support on Facebook. 
Of the 429 interactions, 317 were positive and 112 
negative. While others understood the campaign as 
encouraging certain groups with low vaccine 
uptake to vaccinate for greater good, others were 
disgusted, saying; “what a crying shame to coerce 
the poor and needy with a pittance…” Here 
 
 
 
7.3 More unverified claims about vaccines 
dangers. Of 430 reactions to the “help people with 
disabilities to vaccinate” poster to increase vaccine 
uptake for this group , 359 reactions were positive 
with 81 negative. Dangerous claims made about 
vaccines,, with some “recommending re-
engineering of the vaccine”. Here 
 
 
 
7.4 People prioritising money over their health: 
People who do not fall within the 50+ age group 
and those vaccinated before the launch of the 
Vooma Campaign making unreasonable requests 
to be paid for vaccinating, others 
resistingvaccination unless they were paid and 
some saying R100 is too little. “what a crying 
shame to coerce the poor and needy with a 
pittance…”,Here  Of 460 reactions, 347 were 
positive and only 113 negative. Here 
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https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4898825636833597/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUe9Xx3x3JNWSXwciiZoE582vqwG4Bzm3Mv72w7HBwFtcgRvivn3dC8Npw6CHFJswa-lID8-ca5EMAF2MRr8XjoT_ijoOLyzHCaoapBZ-YKIQofPtJbYV3HK9QDGMZ8EH6qupA1RdLK2UONTjUwmyr&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4881508758565285/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWJ5x69_spWY_ngYCtei1Xof5bHcGaqmounb3aWMHgGXNd4lmU9cn1T7C0tGtp-sIapGIIE1oAV7yOvhdnc0ruuLxZXm2zhbZDXaeqSq6IQrRkJ6g0xWipgBpERBp84F6xCZTBegtYJhNTT2myI47uV&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4898825636833597/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUe9Xx3x3JNWSXwciiZoE582vqwG4Bzm3Mv72w7HBwFtcgRvivn3dC8Npw6CHFJswa-lID8-ca5EMAF2MRr8XjoT_ijoOLyzHCaoapBZ-YKIQofPtJbYV3HK9QDGMZ8EH6qupA1RdLK2UONTjUwmyr&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4898788890170605/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXbQ2HZBvO67s_9j3MEiE3ETrbVHAc4PJjBbV8EXVc-MCWz3J4LRP9kdGWZhy3_3Yhg60Edf6Cl3blLAR7rBik8lpOLgmD6le2SGv7i85noGjPliZQOl4-C7LmDDzUgp8Ixkk4Zz2AfBQDg0POke-1z&__tn__=EH-R
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7.5 Great news on 24mil milestone but 
progress too slow. Of 1,8K reactions received, 
1.6K was positive with 200 negatives. The record 
of 24 million was described a milestone but not 
nearly enough “when many people are not 
returning for the second dose” and others adding 
it was “great news but progress is dismissally slow 
but it’s still an important milestone.” Here 
 
 
 
 
7.6 Positive response from foreign nationals. 
“Thank you, South Africa!” and some of the local 
people also responded positively suggesting, 
“Government must be at the border and airport 
and vaccinate people.” Here Of the 946 
reactions, 819 were positive and 127 negative to 
the Foreign Nationals living in SA can vaccinate 
anywhere poster. “Government keeps giving 
South Africans the middle finger”. Here 
 
 
 
7.7 Vooma Weekend a value add but people 
more interested in being paid to vaccinate: Of 
the 223 total reactions to the poster, 165 are 
positive with only 58 are negative with low trust 
in government: “When South African government 
did started caring this much?” and some people 
asking to be paid first. Here 
 
 
 
 
 
7.8 Confidence in government peaking with 
few negative comments from the usual 
suspects: Of 135 comments, 123 were positive 
but unrelated to the poster and 12 negative 
comments; “why government is pushing so hard” 
to vaccinate more people and one complained 
about the call centre; “These people aren't clued 
up enough to answer questions. They just take 
your cell number and say they will get someone 
to call you back that can answer they never call 
back”Here  

https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4889153371134157/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVgpi-oqMA1cePP-xYdyEBZ-Ytd7bwDa5K-IaYN75TDwQf1EKHBwOUPyOO_pyKgwbNQ51ItwOPLSwkCDl1UfazK9AczfL0Y0kot7ypJ0DKINnP2HO39j_84X5LrloM3CCYP2rJVXiMCxw7Uk6EgqNGO&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4881497721899722/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVC4v04j_XCcdwBbRIJsV-HnPMw0KiT4vwhWeJPzE0GDRKMXYVvA_-sjX9p7dDDUAtSg5mn8jidaQ2LWyO33pBI8Ksl9aHfawMkG-onzBNqJ5WgCK7u_0MxRehGuLk-vWkqpf868eNFTdeI1zjzF4XB&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4881497721899722/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVC4v04j_XCcdwBbRIJsV-HnPMw0KiT4vwhWeJPzE0GDRKMXYVvA_-sjX9p7dDDUAtSg5mn8jidaQ2LWyO33pBI8Ksl9aHfawMkG-onzBNqJ5WgCK7u_0MxRehGuLk-vWkqpf868eNFTdeI1zjzF4XB&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4881474491902045/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXMr0dKs_gAKl0eOUffEZX43iHzOnsbkHoMWz77E0GGDBX4jfBOx0XcWUqCs5ckM_2DfrYgV4fjSVhtOLdSZLXjuJ0niuaeRQMdim7UeMb1PbboF9cq_O5NJ1J8dVNvLKAX_cu3vnYnnq79GKIyGRWc&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4881463438569817/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVaQzKYnd0lOGDbRvVpVzasa3vJOnaN07A7K_UueIID2Zf6wPdj1kWS7sW7-OiARfRxBmP-Y2OFbrstpgQbDPVekZyRXOLW73WFDMPN2IDWZNjS1ghoC7VE7s1mvn68O01UXQq4F2H4ArVaYGB2437H&__tn__=EH-R
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UNICEF ESARO  
 

(Janine, Daniel, Pumla) 

Online and Social Media monitor on COVID-19 vaccines in SA – Oct 28 – Nov 3, 2021* 
Overall: Continuing declines in COVID-19 vaccines conversation on Twitter and Facebook 
but a 60% increase in engagements with vaccine related digital news articles, largely around 
COVID rates and the chance of a 4th wave. NDoH sites and posts, including the VaxChamps 
launch,  featured among the most shared links on Twitter and the top five posts on Facebook.  
 
COVID-19 vaccines related search queries 
Breakout levels + 5000% of search interest for “Ebola in Covid vaccine” and “Dr AriyanaLove” 
[these two searches appear to be related to misinformation about mRNA technology]. Steady in-
creases in “https //vaccine.certificate.health.gov.za” (+300%) and “booster Covid vaccine South Af-
rica” (+100%).  
 
COVID-19 vaccine conversation on Twitter 
Continuing decline in levels of engagements with Tweets about COVID-19 vaccines, with 12k en-
gagements this week, down 15% compared to the previous reporting period.  
 
Most shared links by SA users on Twitter are to NDoH sites, and tracking provincial rollouts: 
https://sacoronavirus.co.za 
https://sacoronavirus.co.za/vooma-vaccination-weekend 
https://bhekisisa.org/resources/2021-07-12-covid-19-vaccinations-how-are-the-provinces-doing 

 
Tweets generating the highest levels of engagement were:

 
                                                 
* This report provides an analysis of online content related to COVID-19 vaccines in South Africa between November 11-
17, 2021. The report draws from the following categories of online signals: Google and YouTube search trends, Twitter 
and Facebook posts, and digital news articles. Google and YouTube trends data are from Google Trends, Twitter and 
digital news from Talkwalker and Facebook from Crowdtangle. 

https://sacoronavirus.co.za/
https://sacoronavirus.co.za/vooma-vaccination-weekend
https://bhekisisa.org/resources/2021-07-12-covid-19-vaccinations-how-are-the-provinces-doing
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COVID-19 vaccine conversation on digital news media 
 
News articles about COVID-19 vaccines generated over 55k engagements, +60% com-
pared to the previous reporting period*. Top articles on digital news media by engage-
ment include: 

Austria lockdown for unvaccinated to start on Monday: chancellor | eNCA 
'Irresponsible' Mogoeng slammed for 'nonsense' comments on Covid-19 vaccines | News24 
SA could experience fourth COVID-19 wave in December and early January:  
SA records 273 new COVID infections, 15 more fatalities (ewn.co.za) 
COVID surge could hit South Africa from mid-December to early January (ewn.co.za) 

 
COVID-19 vaccine subtopics (twitter and digital news) 
Access and availability remained the leading topic of online conversations about 
COVID-19, accounting for 28% of engagements (down from 32% last week), followed 
by immunity (23%), children (19%) and safety (12%).  
 
COVID-19 vaccine conversation on Facebook 
Facebook posts about COVID-19 vaccines generated about 40k over the past week (-
40% compared to previous week).  

 
 
 

https://www.enca.com/news/austria-lockdown-unvaccinated-start-monday-chancellor
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/absolute-nonsense-expert-responds-to-mogoengs-claims-about-experimental-covid-19-vaccines-20211111
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/sa-could-experience-fourth-covid-19-wave-in-december-and-early-january-health-minister-phaahla/
https://ewn.co.za/2021/11/17/sa-records-273-new-covid-infections-15-more-fatalities
https://ewn.co.za/2021/11/12/phaahla-surge-in-covid-cases-could-hit-sa-from-mid-dec-to-early-jan
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

6. District: Buffalo City Date: November 2021 Communicator name: Coceka Kotsele 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and  
a couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different groups 
– men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not? 
 
Decreased this past week, maybe we did not have enough time to mobilize. 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
 
Why is there a second jab for J&J BECAUSE you said it is one jab? 
A 12 year old took a dose 2 weeks back but is still with headache today after was vaccinated 
 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / local, 

district, provincial or national 

A. Mobilizing for a site that few people go to Sites need to be changed from time to time  National 

B. Youth also needs an incentive like 60+ Give them even if its airtime National 

C. People that have won’t come to vaccinate if not 
given food parcels 

Try to do something for the poor National 

(Add more lines if you wish)   

4. SUCCESSES 
 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
I would like to meet with the SFP team as we will be assisting together the BCM 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

7. District: Ekurhuleni Date: 08/11/2021 Communicator name: MOKGADI MALEBANE 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different groups – 
men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
Surprisingly there is an increase number of people to vaccinate on the 60+ age group and that I believe is definitely motivated by the availability of 
vooma vouchers.  
The vaccine uptake on children is slow, probably because they are still at school busy with exams. The other reason can be that they don’t want to 
go through the side effects while in preparation for exams.  

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
 Why is the 60+ only the ones that get the Vooma vouchers whereas you also want us to vaccinate?  Asked a woman of 52 years 

 There are no jobs available but you exclude us on the vouchers, what do you take us for? 

 You are bribing us to vaccinate, what do you take us for? 

 People think that we are using vooma vouchers to manipulate the elders. 

 The already vaccinated 60+ is not happy that they are not included in the vouchers. They come to the sites demanding them. 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / local, 

district, provincial or national 

Some places where we plan the pop ups can be 
very dry that we hardly get people to vaccinate. 

We should look into the busy or crowded 
places . 

Sub-Districts and Outreach coordinators. 

Sometimes the mall do not us justice. I am say-
ing this based on the dated pop ups that we had 
as well as the vooma drive we had on Friday at 
Kwa Thema considering it was mid month and 
people normally go to the mall for own rea-
sons/commitments. 

Let us consider the time of the month and the 
venue. 

The District, Sub-district and Vaccination Coor-
dinators. 

4. SUCCESSES 
The turnout on Vooma Weekend has been amazing in the many sections within the district. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

8. District: Amathole Date:15th November 2021 Communicator name: Zani Dayimani 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and 
a couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
 
There seems to be a decrease among all communities in so far as the vaccination uptake is concerned. This hold true to the Vooma 
vaccination weekend. 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
The youth which is largely unvaccinated is requesting that they be vaccinated at sportsfield, where they normally gather. 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / lo-

cal, district, provincial or national 

A. Electricity loadsheding Eskom to be engaged Municipalities to take a lead. 

B. Transport Engage the DGMT to intervene. Department of Health to take lead. 

C. Transport for furthest communities Engage DGMT, Department of Health, private 
sector 

District community to take lead. 

(Add more lines if you wish)   

4. SUCCESSES 
The turn out for vaccination at the designated vaccination site was only good at Mbashe sub-district. 
 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
It is kindly recommended and requested that: 
The issue of transport for health officials in the district be expedited. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

9.District: Dr Ruth Segomotsing Mompati Date:  14 November 2021 Communicator name:  Tebogo Olifant  

1. SENTIMENT  
We still experience a handful of people with Rastafarian believes who are anti-vaccine 
 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
- There are people who simply do not believe in Vaccine 
- The Rastafarian religion influences each other not take a Jab 
- There are children between 12 – 18years old who wouldn’t vaccinate because their parent are against Vaccines  

 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / lo-

cal, district, provincial or national 

A. More adults are encouraged to vaccinate by 
there no transport for them 

Advise the department to assist with transport  People in rural areas 

B. There were no marketing materials on other 
sides 

Imologa and the Dept of Health to share the 
marketing materials with the sides 

District Department of Health and District 
Communicator and Imologa  

C. Other areas are not covered during vooma vac-
cine weekend, everyone wanted to be were the 
Premier and the MEC is 

Next time there should be clear allocation of 
sides and resources  

Dept of Health  

4. SUCCESSES 
- We managed to drive more traffic to the vaccination sides  
- More sides were opened to allow people to get vaccinated  
- Vaccine site became more convenient for people because it’s available in most common places. 

 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
 
The District Development Model team together with other stakeholders have joined the drive for vaccination in the within the district  
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

10. District: Bojanala Date:08.11.2021 – 14.11.2021 Communicator name: KATLEGO SITO 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
Other age groups below 60 are currently refusing to get vaccinated as they  say that they also need to be recognized by the government. They say even though 
its their lives they take care of by vaccinating, just like the over 60s, the government should consider giving thema push that will enable them to get out from 
their homes and go for vaccination. 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups 
to involve / local, district, 
provincial or national 

There are still high numbers of people who don't have access to the 
vaccination as they are from rural areas and they only go to town af-
ter a long time. While they are at town, they only focus on what they 
came to buy 

After recruiting more mobilisers, they should be able 
to identify and name such areas, transport should be 
organized or the vaccination should be taken to the 
people 

Community leaders, civil soci-
ety organisations and recruit-
ers, the DoH and the taxi asso-
ciations 

The government is always jumping to strategies that get potential 
vaccine takers angry and end up loosing hope on the program. They 
take action without seeking the inputs of the people on the ground or 
rather having trials if certain strategies will work or not. On the 
streets, we always get questions we can't answer and debates that 
we can't win because our government officials take decisions and ac-
tions without consulting the people on the ground and their decisions 
are derailing us  

Before taking action on any strategy, proper commu-
nications should be done with all the stakeholders as 
well as partners  

the department of health 
The Partners and all stakehold-
ers 
 
 

The young and the restless ones also wants a pussh or vouchers like 
the old aged. They currently resist vaccination as they want to send a 
message to the government crying for recognition and consideration  

Whenever we come up with the encouraging and mo-
tivating strategy, we should consider all age groups 
even if the rewards won't be of the same value but at-
least everyone should be given a push and more rea-
sons to and take the vaccine 

Department of health  
The funders  

our volunteer team members are giving us hard times and some are 
leaving our teams because the opportunities are not presented to 
everyone whenever there are ones. We will have serious problems 
and strikes if we continue like that 

 Whenever the is an opportunity  available, all the 
stakeholders should be informed so that also the vol-
unteers are given a fair chance to try their luck rather 
than meeting someone new with a new uniform on 
the same ground that you have volunteered on for 
the entire program 

the DoH 
The funders 
The recruiters  
The co ordinators and facilita-
tors  

4. SUCCESSES : The recruiter from SI Evans acknowledged their mistakes and agreed to fixing them going forward. We are now going to have more mobilisers 
on the ground at different areas. The site co ordinators agreed that we should identify and suggest more crowded areas at towns formpop in sites so that they 
can go and negotiate for the place and relocate 

5. ANYTHING ELSE we need  permission to put the emblem of DoH on our reflectors as well as the DGMT logo 
as we are on the ground most of the time, we should be included in plannery meetings so that we can add inputs and suggestions  
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

11. District: Mangaung Metropolitan  Date: 14 November 2021 Communicator name: Keneiloe Mokola 

1. 1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using the internet or not?) 

 
The R100 grocery vouchers would be more effective if it was to be available for all first time vaxxers. 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
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3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. Besides probable causes such as transport fare 
and the worry of side effects, there are not valid 
reasons why uptake has decreased. People are 
not motivated enough. 

The use of incentives such as free Wi-Fi, air-
time or data could be used to motivate SA citi-
zens to vaccinate and to meet their immediate 
needs with R100 grocery vouchers. 
 
 

National Office. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

5. District: Ehlanzeni District Date: 15 November 2021 Communicator name: Noluthando Mazibuko 

1. SENTIMENT  
Vaccine acceptance Gauge: Vaccines administered in the last 7 days were 25 000, this is up 2800 vaccines from the preceding 7 day period where it was thought that the 

municipal elections had shifted the concerntration of the community. Vaccine acceptance is increasing once again. This is a sign that major events do affect vaccination numbers 
positively or negatively 

- Females are stll vaccinating more than men 
- The age group 18 -34 years vaccinated the most this week 

- The age group of 60years plus (the highest risk group) had the lowest vaccination numbers this week 
Generally 

- Some people (Youth) say that if they will get money after vaccinating they will do it immedietly. They say they will not do it because it is of no value to them “They are still alive” 

- People are just scared of vaccinating. Many are even unable to say the exact reason why, they just stay consistent to the point that they will not get vaccinated 
2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
Questions  

1. Can people get vaccinated when they are sick (have flu like symptoms) 
2. Can the pregnant get vaccinated (if yes, what is the motivation) 
3. What is the motivation to someone who experienced sever side effects after taking the 1st dose of the vaccine 

Concerns 

1. Quite a number of vaccinated people are scaring unvaccinated with stories of being severely ill after taking the vaccine. This is a huge concern because unvaccinated people, 
especially those who might have fears, look to those who have walked the journey for first hand feedback. People are attribut ing other people’s “experiences” to the reason they 
have not or will not vaccinate 

2. People complain about the lack of efficiency at vaccine sites, stating that the whole registration, vaccination and “vaccine-card” process takes up to 30 minutes. They wish it could 
be quicker (Possible impatience – The true value of the vaccine is still not known) 
Myths / Misinformation 

1. No “new” misinformation captured 
What we generally heard this week: People will now have a best before date within the next 2 years where they will die 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. Some people are self-employed and are 
complaining about the convenience of vac-
cinating. They are often based at their shops 
/ workplaces and don’t want to lose the op-
portunity of making money 

- A strategy many have recommended is to have mobile vaccinations, that go busi-
ness to business and door to door, so that the community does not have to think 
about vaccinating too much. They don’t want to give it too much thought, so they be-
lieve that if they are visited on a personal level, they will definitely take the jab. A strat-
egy can be to trial run such a program on a small scale first to see its success 

- District health department should im-
plement this on a sub district level to trial 
run it 

4. SUCCESSES 

- Group encouragements are effective. With the feedback from 13 Congregants that gave us feedback, it shows that when people form support teams themselves, they  

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
Something new 

1. A trial of a mobile vaccination program going door to door or business to business 
These previous recommendations / resources still stand 

1. Quick Access to print pamphlets and posters to distribute as per the particular need in each area weekly 
2. A pro-longed effort of community engagement such as us the District Communicators. These people meet the community directly and learn more and more about the community 

daily. Their adjusted strategies contribute to the vaccination numbers with their personal approach 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

6. District: OR Tambo Date: 15/11/2021 Communicator name:Sibongasonke 

SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different groups 
– men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not? 

1. increasing youth are scared of look down during festive and some are scared when they apply at tertiary institutions they will have to produce 
vaccination cards others their parents have vaccinated and had nothing happen to them so that is why they are also coming forward. 

5. ANYTHING ELSE: we are suffering we do not even have branding about the vaccine iec material addressing myths  
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

7. District: Umkhanyakude Date: 15/11/2021 Communicator name: Julia Ndlazi 

1. SENTIMENT” As an older person with comorbidities, which vaccine should I take. Please tell me more about the side effects and their severity.   

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT  

 It’s been a week since I vaccinated, and my arm is still painful. As a result, I don’t think that I will be recommending the vaccine to my peers. I 
haven’t been able to tend to my gardening for weeks now.  

 Why do we vaccinate if we still get infected by the virus after vaccinating? This means the vaccine doesn’t work.  

 How is it that the Government can predict the return of Covid 19/ different variant (4th wave) but cannot eradicate it?  

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge Relevant people / groups  

A. Explaining the different vaccines without using clinical 
terms. Lay terminology.  

Draw from day-to-day examples about which vaccine 
people took and their experiences with the side ef-
fects or lack thereof.  

 

B. Struggling to find vaccine ambassadors amongst the com-
munity members who will confidently advocate for the vac-
cinating. Considering that we work with and for the depart-
ment of health, people have concerns that we are playing a 
target or numbers game at the cost of their lives.  

Find people outside the health sector to advocate for 
the vaccination program. Radio slots will also assist 
going forward as we will have mass interaction with 
the community. Moreover, we will call on the aver-
age community member to have their contribution on 
their experience of vaccinating.  

 

4. SUCCESSES 
I had a one-on-one interaction with an anti vaxer while engaging the community of approximately 15-20 people at Macabuzela Clinic. The young 
man expressed with attitude that vaccinating was a waste of time. He highlighted that he would only vaccinate if there was no chance of him get-
ting Covid 19 after vaccinating. Stating that there is no use of vaccinating if you are going to eventually get sick. His out bust gained momentum 
with other community members and the head of the clinic came to state her piece as a reaction to the young man. I then added to the discussion 
by stating that the Vaccine will mark the difference between “one laying in hospital and fighting for their life, then experiencing treatable/mild 
symptoms as home. I further expressed that more often there are complaints about the slow service in clinics, so taking the vaccine will help 
lower the influx and pressure experienced by the health system during the outbreak. I consider this a success story because I was able to calmly 
educate the young man furthermore, I saw some faces who were present during this engagement at the vaccination site. Although I didn’t see this 
young man but I’m happy that some people were not discouraged by his remarks.  
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

8. District: Harry Gwala 
Date: 08 – 14 November 
2021 

Communicator name: Mongezi Mayizole 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and  
 couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in differ-
ent groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?)  
Vaccine acceptance increasing as we have started the 12 – 17 targeting schools. Parents are encouraging their children to vaccinate and children 
are responding to their parents. This exercise was more in rural areas than in the townships. Parents in the rural areas were looking for other 
parents who have not yet vaccinated and encouraging them to vaccinate 
 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT:  
People in the Rural Areas does not listen to the myths and misinformation that is circulating. They trust the health officials and school teachers 
who are encouraging them to vaccinate and informing them that their children from 12 years should be vaccinated. The youth in the rural areas 
are also responding positively to the calls to be vaccinated 

3. CHALLENGES:  
There was a lot of Political Celebrations and a 
lot of people were attending those celebrations   

Strategy to find solution to challenge: 
To have pop up site in the venues where there 
are gatherings 

Relevant people / groups to involve: 
 To involve youth organizations like student 
organizations to mobilise youth for vaccina-
tion 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

9. District: Garden Route Date:15 Nov 21 Communicator name: Busisiwe Mandari 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and  
a couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / lo-

cal, district, provincial or national 

A. Booster confusion  Our community members are now refusing now to come because of the 
booster especially those that have not yet come to get their jabs and scared 
they will get more vaccinations in the up coming months. Clear information 
of booster should be out there like how we ask them to come for vaccine, in-
formation like, how long does vaccine stays in the human body, why should 
a person be taking a booster.  

Department should have clear information in 
national television, radios, news papers , so-
cial media and clinics about boosters. 

B. Vouchers confu-
sion  

There has been a demand in for the vouchers from youth and 60+ that have 
been already been vaccinated and kids that got confused that were age 16, 
I think they must be given to everyone that got vaccinated for the first time, 
that will surely attract the youth as well that will go out to party and travel in 
December season and may help out to households in need. Like 5 people in 
one family not vaccinated..  that will make up to R500 in one family.  

Government and department of health 
should consider giving first time vax the 
vouchers. 

C. Black circumcision  Its December and most young men are going to the mountains for circumci-
sion, they should be encouraged to come for vaccination because there are 
no clinic incase they get sick and after coming back should be given one 
those  they did not get any Jabb, and should be encouraged by their leaders 
that its ok to come to sites. 

Department of health should address Tradi-
tional leaders about the matter . 

4. SUCCESSES 
Vooma vaccination went well but they numbers were not up like before .. but sure with the numbers given doses do make a difference and saving 
lives. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT  

10. District: 
Namaqua 

Date: 15 
November 2021 

Communicator name: H.T. Lottering 
 

1. SENTIMENT (is vaccine acceptance increasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different groups – men /women / 
children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 

 The willingness amongst the 12 – 17-year-olds is quite surprising and impressive in comparison with the 18-year-olds and above. 

 People are willing to take the vaccine because they want to be with their loved ones during the Christmas holidays, avoid another hard lockdown and 

possible fourth wave of the Covid-19 Pandemic. 

  The R100 voucher incentive seems to have the desired effect because many unvaccinated people in the 60> category came out in larger numbers to 

take the vaccine.       

2.  

3. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS, OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
The following dis- and misinformation still prevail: 

 Children in the 12 to 17-year category cannot be vaccinated without their parents’ consent. 

 The local government elections are responsible for the current increase in numbers of the Covid-19 cases. 

 The current low infection figures around the time of the local government elections were manipulated and false so as to bring voters under the impres-
sion that it is safe to go to the voting stations. 

 A vaccine with a cannabis base suitable for Rastafarians was developed and already tested here in South Africa.   
 

4.  

5. Challenges Successes 
Strategy on how to find 

solution 
Relevant people 

 

A. Load shedding  
 
 

Negotiate with local business 
people/companies to borrow 
their generators. 

Local business people/ 
companies. 

 

B. Connectivity A town like Komaggas in the Namakwa District of the 
Northern Cape is forever without signal, but vaccination 
roll-out could be done today (08 Nov.) thanks to the 
generosity of a local IT company owner who donated 
vouchers for the staff to keep the laptops running. 

Negotiate with local business 
people/companies. 

Local business people/ 
companies. 

 

C. Alleged poor ambulance 

service to the Witbank com-

munity who complained that 

the ambulance often does 

not show up when called. 

 The Vaccine Communicator 
suggested a formal meeting 
with the Dept. of Health to 
discuss the matter. 

Dept. of Health 
Ward councillor. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

 

11. District: City of Johannesburg 
Date: 8-14 November 
2021 

Communicator name: Nomzamo Gcwensa 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and  
a couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different groups 
– men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using  
Vaccine acceptance is increasing. Based on our observation with the mobilising team people prefer to take the advantage of the sites when its at 
their convenience as opposed to walking or travelling a distance to wait at a que. The other reason is that certain companies have made it com-
pulsory to take the vaccine in order to secure ones job. We saw a number of people who were willing to take the jab to save their jobs, mostly 
women. 

4. SUCCESSES: Achieving a good response from customers at supermarkets who showed up at the vaccination site after shopping. 

5. ANYTHING ELSE  
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

12. District: Umkhanyakude Date: 02/11/2021 Communicator name: Julia Ndlazi 

1. SENTIMENT  
I was asked by the Jozini (Mseleni, mosvold subdistricts) to lead a strategy meeting.  “We have tried every strategy possible to get people to vaccinate. Some of 
us have experienced unpleasant altercations when traveling door-to-door”.  

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT  
The vaccine will kill you after three years.  
They are inserting a chip in our bodies that will allow you to access welfare services and clinics. Without the vaccination entry into those institutions will be lim-
ited.  
Side effects last longer than the indicated time frame. Some go beyond 2 -3 weeks 
Vaccines tend to activate illnesses that lie dormant in the body.  
Some people are shy to come out and say they have vaccinated. But continue to say they haven’t, giving people a false representation of the pro-
gram.  

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge Groups to involve  

A. People are chasing the roving teams out of 
their homes.  

The strategy for this area is to find out why they are hesitant or anti 
vax. I have created a survey that the PRO and vaccine team will use to 
establish the reasons behind the reluctances.  

 

B. Some do not even want to hear the word 
vaccine. Siting too many mixed messages 
about Covid 19 

Continue to travel to community engagements and mobilize through 
education and insight. To establish a single voice when answering vac-
cine orientated questions (media platforms)  

Find more community engagements 
like sports grounds and youth events 
to create awareness.  

C. Demotivation among some of the vaccina-
tion teams. Some health workers are not vac-
cinated.  

Re-communicate the importance of the program and initiative to some 
of the health workers.  

 

 D. Limited loudhailers to distribute with the 
teams.  

AHRI has loaned us 1 of their loudhailers but there is still a shortage  

5. ANYTHING ELSE Together with my social listening initiative, I have created a survey to assist me in gathering insight in the 5 sub districts. I am unable to 
engage them simultaneously, but I am busy creating networks in each district that will assist me in understanding some of the challenges and potentially coming 
up with solutions. I will share the survey as an attachment for your reference. 
The idea of vouchers poses a bit of a challenge in this specified area, the teams fear people will feel they are being manipulated into vaccinating through vouch-
ers. “ Why are they starting to incentivize, this is a strategy to make us vaccinate so they can kill us”? While these are the sentiments shared by the workers and 
local representatives (stakeholders), they do not represent what the community has said. But these stake holders have a better understanding of the community 
especially in Jozini. I will continue to cast a wide net as far as vouchers are concerned and hear the sentiments directly from the people. I do feel it could poten-
tially unravel the trust that has been established with the community.  

 


